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The availability of de ision pro edures for ombinations of boolean and linear mathemati al propositions opens the ability to solve problems
arising from real-world domains su h as veri ation of timed systems and
planning with resour es. In this paper we present a general and eÆ ient approa h to the problem, based on two main ingredients. The rst is a DPLLbased SAT pro edure, for dealing eÆ iently with the propositional omponent of the problem. The se ond is a tight integration, within the DPLL
ar hite ture, of a set of mathemati al de iders for theories of in reasing expressive power. A preliminary experimental evaluation shows the potential
of the approa h.

Abstra t.

1

Introdu tion

The de nition of de ision pro edures for expressive logi al theories, in parti ular
theories ombining onstraints over boolean and real variables, is a very important
and hallenging problem. Its importan e lies in the fa t that problems arising from
di erent real-world domains, ranging from formal veri ation of in nite state systems
to planning with resour es, an be easily en oded as de ision problems for su h
theories. The hallenge is to de ne automati de ision pro edures, that are able to
deal with a wide lass of problems, but are also able to re ognize easy problems and
to deal with them eÆ iently.
In this paper, we ta kle the de ision problem for boolean ombinations of linear mathemati al propositions. We propose an approa h based on the extension of
eÆ ient DPLL de ision pro edures for propositional satis ability with a set of mathemati al de iders of in reasing power. The approa h is general and in remental. It
allows for the stru tured integration of mathemati al solvers of di erent expressive
power within the DPLL de ision pro edure, with onstraints of learning and ba kjumping. The mathemati al solvers have di erent expressive power, ranging from
equalities, to binary linear inequalities, to full linear inequalities. More omplex
solvers ome into play only when needed.
?

This work is sponsored by the CALCULEMUS! IHP-RTN EC proje t, ontra t ode
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We implemented the approa h in the Math-SATsolver, based on the SIM pa kage for propositional satis ability. An experimental evaluation was arried out on
tests arising from temporal reasoning [2℄ and formal veri ation of timed systems [3℄.
In the rst lass of problems, we ompare our results with the results of the speialized system; although Math-SAT is able to ta kle a wider lass of problems,
it runs faster that the Tsat solver, that is spe ialized to a problem lass. In the
se ond lass, we show the impa t of a tighter degree of integration and the di erent optimization te hniques on the ability of the solver. Although preliminary, the
experimental evaluation is extremely promising.
The paper is stru tured as follows. In Se tion 2 we formalize the lass of problems
of interest. In Se tion 3.1 we dis uss the general ar hite ture of the solver, and the
spe i de ision pro edures that are urrently integrated. In Se tion 4 we present an
experimental evaluation, and in Se tion 5 we des ribe some related work and draw
some on lusions.
2

MATH-SAT

We all math-terms and math-formulas the linear mathemati al expressions and
formulas built on onstants, variables and arithmeti al operators over R and boolean
onne tives:

{ a onstant i 2 R is a math-term;
{ a variable vi over R is a math-term;
{ i  vj is a math-term, i 2 R and vj being a onstant and a variable over R;
{ if t and t are math-terms, then t and (t t ) are math-terms, 2 f+; g.
{ a boolean proposition Ai over B := f?; >g is a math-formula;
{ if t , t are math-terms, then (t ./ t ) is a math-formula, ./ 2 f=; 6=; >; <; ; g;
{ if ' , ' are math-formulas, then :' and (' ^ ' ) are math-formulas.
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The boolean onne tives _, !, $ are de ned from ^ and : in the standard way.
For instan e, A1 ^ ((v1 + 5:0)  2:0  v3 ) is a math-formula.
We all atom any math-formula in one of the forms Ai or (t1 ./ t2 ) above |
respe tively alled boolean atoms and mathemati al atoms. A literal is either an atom
(a positive literal) or its negation (a negative literal). If l is a negative literal : ,
then by \:l" we onventionally mean rather than :: . We denote by Atoms()
the set of mathemati al atoms of a math-formula .
We all interpretation a map I whi h assigns real values and boolean values to
math-terms and math-formulas respe tively and preserves onstants, arithmeti al
and boolean operators:

1

{ I (Ai ) 2 f>; ?g, for every Ai 2 A;
{ I ( i) = i , for every onstant i 2 R;
{ I (vi ) 2 R, for every variable vi over R;
{ I (t t ) = I (t ) I (t ), for all math-terms t , t
{ I (t ./ t ) = I (t ) ./ I (t ), for all math-terms t , t
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and 2 f+; ; g;
and ./ 2 f=; 6=; >; <; ; g;

The assumption that the domain is the whole R is not restri tive, as we an restri t the
domain of any variable vi at will by adding onstraints like, e.g., (v1  5:0), et .

{ I (:' ) = :I (' ), for every math-formula ' ;
{ I (' ^ ' ) = I (' ) ^ I (' ), for all math-formulas ' , ' .
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E.g., I ((v v  4) ^ (:A _ (v = v ))) is (I (v ) I (v )  4) ^ (:I (A ) _ (I (v ) =
I (v ))). We say that I satis es a math formula , written I j= , i I () evaluates to
true. E.g., A ! ((v +2v )  4:5) is satis ed by an interpretation I s.t. I (A ) = >,
I (v ) = 1:1, and I (v ) = 0:6.
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We all MATH-SAT the problem of he king the satis ability of math-formulas.
As standard boolean formulas are a stri t sub ase of math-formulas, it follows trivially that MATH-SAT is NP-hard.
We all a truth assignment for a math-formula  a truth value assignment  to
(a subset of) the atoms of . We represent truth assignments as set of literals

 = f ; : : :; N ; : ; : : :; : M ; A ; : : :; AR ; :AR ; : : : ; :AS g;
; : : :; N ; ; : : : ; M being mathemati al atoms and A ; : : :; AS being
1

1

1

(1)

+1

boolean
1
1
1
atoms, with the intended meaning that positive and negative literals represent atoms
assigned to true and to false respe tively.
We say that  propositionally satis es , written  j=p , i it makes  evaluate
to true. We say that an interpretation I satis es an assignment  i I satis es all the
elements of . For instan e, the assignment f(v1 v2  4:0); :A1 g propositionally
satis es (v1 v2  4:0) ^ (:A1 _ (v1 = v2 )), and it is sati ed by I s.t. I (v1 ) = 6:0,
I (v2 ) = 1:0, I (A1 ) = ?. Intuitively, if we see a math-formula ' as a propositional
formulas in its atoms, then j=p is the standard satis ability in propositional logi .
Example 1. Consider the following math-formula ':

' = f:(2v v > 2) _ A g ^
f:A _ (2v 4v > 3)g ^
f(3v 2v  3) _ A g ^
f:(2v + v  5) _ :(3v v  6) _ :A g ^
fA _ (3v 2v  3)g ^
f(v v  1) _ (v = 5 3v ) _ :A g ^
fA _ (v = 3v + 4) _ A g:
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The truth assignment given by the underlined literals above is:

 = f:(2v v > 2); :A ; (3v 2v  3); (v v  1); :(3v v  6); (v = 3v +4)g:
 is an assignment whi h propositionally satis es ', as it sets to true one literal
of every disjun tion in '. Noti e that  is not satis able, as both the following
sub-assignments of 
f(3v 2v  3); :(2v v > 2); :(3v v  6)g
(2)
f(v v  1); (v = 3v + 4); :(3v v  6)g
(3)
do not have any satisfying interpretation.
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The Solver

3.1 General idea
The key idea in our approa h to solving the MATH-SAT problem onsists in stratifying the problem over N layers L0 ; L1 ; : : : ; LN 1 of in reasing omplexity, and sear hing for a solution \at a level as simple as possible". In our view, ea h level onsiders
only an abstra tion of the problem whi h interprets a subgrammar G0 ; G1 ; : : : ; GN 1
of the original problem, GN 1 being the grammar G of the problem. Sin e Ln renes Ln 1 , if the problem does not admit a solution at level Ln , then it does not at
L0 ; : : : ; Ln 1. If indeed a solution S exists at Ln , either n equals N 1, in whi h ase
S solves the problem, or a re nement of S must be sear hed at Ln+1. In this way,
mu h of the reasoning an be performed at a high level of abstra tion. This results
in an in reased eÆ ien y in the sear h of the solution, sin e low-level sear hes, whi h
are often responsible for most of the omplexity, are avoided whenever possible.
The simple and general idea above maps to an N -layered ar hite ture of the
solver. In general, a layer Ln is alled by layer Ln 1 to re ne a (maybe partial)
solution S of the problem. Ln must he k for unsatisfability of S and (a) return
failure if no re nement an be found, or (b) invoke Ln+1 upon a re nement S 0 ,
unless n equals N 1. An explanation for failure an be added in ase (a), to help
higher levels \not to try the same wrong solution twi e". L0 must behave slightly
di erently, by enumerating (abstra t) solutions.
Our solver Math-SAT realizes the ideas above over the MATH-SAT problem.
Math-SAT works on 5 re nement layers. L0 takes into a ount only propositional
onne tives, and is realized by a DPLL propositional satis ability pro edure, modi ed to a t as an enumerator for propositional assignments. To optimize the sear h,
L0 does not a tually ignore mathemati al atoms; rather, it abstra ts them into
boolean atoms, in order to reason upon them at an abstra t level. As su h, L0 inorporates an asso iation between newly introdu ed boolean atoms and originating
mathemati al atoms, whi h is used to ommuni ate with L1 . L1 onsiders also equalities, performing equality propagation, building equality-driven lusters of variables
and dete ting equality-driven unsatis abilities. L2 handles also inequalities of the
kind (v1 v2 ./ ), ./2 f<; >; ; g, by a variant of the Bellman-Ford minimal path
algorithm. L3 onsiders also general inequalities |ex ept negated equalities| using
a standard simplex algorithm. Finally, L4 onsiders also negated equalities.
The de omposition in Math-SAT is signi ant both be ause it allows exploiting
spe ialized eÆ ient algorithms to deal with ea h layer, and be ause a number of
signi ant problems an be expressed using one of the subgrammars G0 ; G1 ; G2 .
For instan e, lassi al planning problems an be en oded in G0 , both the solving
of disjun tive temporal onstraints and the rea hability of timed systems an be
en oded in G2 . In those ases, the spe ialized sear h algorithms are used, so eÆ ien y
is not sa ri ed to expressivity.

3.2 L0: The boolean solver
To solve the satis ability problem for our math-formulas, we have implemented a
solver based on a variant of DPLL, along the guidelines des ribed in [16℄. The basi

(formula

boolean Math-SAT

 = ;;

'; interpretation & I )

('; ; I );

return Math-DPLL

(formula '; assignment & ; interpretation & I )
(' == >) f
/* base
*/
I = Math-Solve() ;
return (I 6= Null) ; g
if (' == ?)
/* ba ktra k */
return False;
if fa literal l o urs in ' as a unit lauseg
/* unit propagation */
return Math-DPLL(assign(l; ');  [ flg; I );
l = hoose-literal (');
/* split
*/
return
(Math-DPLL(assign(l; ');  [ flg; I ) or
Math-DPLL(assign(:l; ');  [ f:lg; I ) );

boolean Math-DPLL
if

Fig. 1.

Pseudo- ode of the basi version of the Math-SAT pro edure.

s hema of su h a pro edure, alled Math-SAT, is reported in Figure 1. Math-SAT
is sound and omplete [16℄.
Math-SAT takes as input a math-formula ' and returns a truth value asserting
whether ' is satis able or not, and in the former ase an interpretation I satisfying
'. Math-SAT is a wrapper for the main routine, Math-DPLL. Math-DPLL looks
for a truth assignment  propositionally satisfying ' whi h is satis able from the
mathemati al viewpoint. This is done re ursively, a ording to the following steps:

{ (base) If ' = >, then  propositionally satis es '. Thus, if  is satis

able, then
able. Therefore Math-DPLL invokes Math-Solve(), whi h returns
an interpretation for  if it is satis able, Null otherwise. Math-DPLL returns
True in the rst ase, False otherwise.
(ba ktra k) If ' = ?, then  has lead to a propositional ontradi tion. Therefore
Math-DPLL returns False.
(unit) If a literal l o urs in ' as a unit lause, then l must be assigned >.Thus,
Math-DPLL is re ursively invoked upon assign(l; ') and the assignment obtained by adding l to . assign(l; ') substitutes every o urren e of l in ' with
> and propositionally simpli es the result.
(split) If none of the above situations o urs, then hoose-literal(') returns an
unassigned literal l a ording to some heuristi riterion. Then Math-DPLL is
rst invoked upon assign(l; ') and  [ flg. If the result is False, then MathDPLL is invoked upon assign(:l; ') and  [ f:lg.

' is satis

{
{
{

Math-DPLL is a variant of DPLL, modi ed to work as an enumerator of truth
assignments, whose satis ability is re ursively he ked by Math-Solve. The key
di eren e wrt. standard DPLL is in the \base" step. Standard DPLL needs nding
only one satisfying assignment , and thus simply returns True. Math-DPLL instead also needs he king the satis ability of , and thus it invokes Math-Solve().
Then it returns True if a non-null interpretation satisfying  is found, it returns
False and ba ktra ks otherwise.

The sear h spa e of the MATH-SAT problem for a math-formula ' is in nite.
However, Math-DPLL partitions su h spa e into a nite number of regions, ea h
indu ed by the mathemati al onstraints in one assignment  propositionally satisfying '. Ea h su h region may ontain an up-to-in nite set of satisfying interpretations.
If so, Math-Solve pi ks and returns one of them. Also, sin e Math-Solve works
in polynomial spa e, Math-SAT works in polynomial spa e.

3.3 L1-L4: The mathemati al solver

takes as input an assignment , and returns either an interpretation
I satisfying  or Null if there is none. (For simpli ity we assume to rewrite all the
negated mathemati al literals in  into positive atoms, e.g., :(t = t ) =) (t =
6 t ),
:(t > t ) =) (t  t ), et .)
L : Eliminating equalities The rst step eliminates from  all equalities and
simpli es  a ordingly. First, all atoms in the form (vi = vj ) are removed from  and
all variables o urring there are olle ted into equivalen e lasses E ; :::; Ei ; :::; Ek ,
and for ea h Ei a representant variable vi0 2 Ei is designated. Then, for ea h Ei , all
variables in Ei are substituted by their representant vi0 in the mathemati al atoms
of . All valid atoms (like, e.g., (vi vi =
6 2); (vi vi > 1)) are removed, together
with all dupli ated atoms. If an in onsistent atom is found (like, e.g., (vi vi =
2); (vi vi  1)) then Math-Solve terminates returning Null.
Se ond, ea h remaining atom in the form (vi = :::) in  is removed, by applyMath-Solve
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ing equality propagation. Throughout this phase, all valid and dupli ated atoms
are removed, and, if an in onsistent atom is found, then Math-Solve terminates
returning Null.

L : Minimal path plus negative y le dete tion If only atoms in the form
2

(vi vj ./ ) are left, ./ 2 f>; <; ; g, then the resulting problem is solved by
invoking a minimum path algorithm with y le dete tion, a variant of the BellmanFord algorithm des ribed in [8℄, whi h either returns a satisfying interpretation for
the variables vi 's or veri es there is none. In the former ase Math-Solve de odes
ba k the resulting interpretation and returns it, otherwise it returns Null. The
algorithm is worst- ase quadrati in time and linear in size.

L3 : Linear programming Otherwise |unless some negated equality (ti 6= tj )
exist | a linear programming (LP) simplex algorithm is invoked, whi h, again,
either returns a satisfying interpretation for the variables vi 's or veri es there is
none. Math-Solve behaves as in the previous ase. This algorithm is worst- ase
exponential in time (but it is well-known that it exhibits polynomial behavior in
non-pathologi al pra ti al ases) and always requires polynomial memory.
L4 : Handling negated equalities Neither minimal path nor LP pro edures handle
negated equality onstraints like (ti 6= tj ). In many signi ant ases |in luding the
ones of pra ti al interest for us, see Se tion 4| it is always possible to avoid them.
However, in order to preserve expressiveness our design handles them. A trivial
way to handle the problem is to split every negated equalities (ti 6= tj ) into the
disjun tion of the orresponding stri t inequalities (ti > tj ) _ (ti < tj ), and handle
the distin t problems separately. This is, of ourse, rather ineÆ ient.

Instead, we rst ignore negated equalities and run one of the algorithms on the
remaining part. (i) if there is no solution, then the problem is unsatis able anyway,
so that it is returned Null; (ii) if a solution I is found, then it is he ked against
the negated equalities: if it does not ontradi t them, then I is returned; (iii) if not,
the negated equalities are split and the resulting problems are analyzed.
Noti e that the latter event is extremely rare, for two reasons. First, Math-Solve
nds a solution at most on e in the whole omputation. All the other problems are
unsatis able. Se ond, a onstraint like (ti 6= tj ) overs only a null-measuring portion
of the spa e of the variables in t1 and t2 , while the spa e of the solutions of a solvable
linear problem is typi ally a polyhedron ontaining in nitely many solutions. Thus
(ti 6= tj ) makes a solvable problem unsolvable only if the solution spa e degenerates
into a n-dimensional point.

3.4 Improvements & optimizations
We des ribe some improvements and optimizations for Math-SAT, some of whi h
ome from adapting to our domain improvements and optimizations of the DPLLbased pro edures for modal logi s [12, 14, 13℄ and for temporal reasoning and resour e
planning [2, 19℄.

Prepro essing atoms One potential sour e of ineÆ ien y for the pro edure of
Figure 1 is the fa t that semanti ally equivalent but synta ti ally di erent atoms
are not re ognized to be identi al [resp. one the negation of the other℄ and thus they
may be assigned di erent [resp. identi al℄ truth values. This auses the undesired
generation of a potentially very big amount of intrinsi ally unsatis able assignments
(for instan e, up to 2Atoms(') 2 assignments of the kind f(v1 < v2 ); (v1  v2 ); :::g).
To avoid these problems, it is wise to prepro ess atoms so that to map semantially equivalent atoms into synta ti ally identi al ones:
{ exploit asso iativity (e.g., (v +(v + v )) and ((v + v )+ v )) =) (v + v + v ));
{ sorting (e.g., (v + v  v + 1), (v + v 1  v ) =) (v + v v  1));
{ exploiting negation (e.g., (v < v ), (v  v ) =) (v < v ), :(v < v )).
Early Pruning (EP) If an assignment 0 is unsatis able,0 then all its supersets
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are unsatis able. If the unsatis ability of an assignment  is dete ted during its
re ursive onstru tion, then this prevents he king the satis ability of all the up to
2jAtoms(')j j j truth assignments whi h extend 0 .
This suggests to introdu e an intermediate satis ability test on in omplete assignments just before the \split" step:
0

if Likely-Unsatis able()
if (Math-Solve() = Null)
then return False;

/* early pruning */

If the heuristi Likely-Unsatis able returns True, then Math-Solve is invoked on
the urrent assignment . If Math-Solve() returns Null, then all possible extensions of  are unsatis able, and therefore Math-DPLL returns False and ba ktra ks, avoiding a possibly big amount of useless sear h.

In this ase Math-Solve needs not returning expli itly the interpretation I , so
that it an avoid de oding ba k the solution found by the solver. Moreover, negated
equalities (ti 6= tj ), if any, an be ignored here, as they may only make a satis able
problem unsatis able, not vi e versa.
Example 2. Consider the formula ' of Example 1. Suppose that, in four re ursive
alls, Math-DPLL builds, in order, the intermediate assignment:

0 = f:(2v v > 2); :A ; (3v 2v  3); :(3v v  6)g:
(4)
(rows 1, 2, 3 and 4 of '), whi h ontains the on i t set (2) and is thus unsatis able.
If Math-Solve is invoked on 0 , it returns Null, and Math-DPLL ba ktra ks
without exploring any extension of 0 .
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Likely-Unsatis able avoids invoking Math-Solve when it is very unlikely that, sin e
last all, the new literals added to 0 an ause in onsisten y. (For instan e, when
they are added only literals whi h either are purely-propositional or ontain new
variables.)

Enhan ed early pruning (EEP) In early pruning, the all to Math-Solve is
not e e tive if  is satis able. Anyway su h a all an produ e information whi h
an be used to redu e sear h afterwords. In fa t, the mathemati al analysis of 
performed by Math-Solve an allow to assign deterministi ally truth values to
some mathemati al atoms 62 , and this information an be returned by MathSolve as a new assignment  , whi h is unit-propagated away by Math-DPLL.
For instan e, assume that all the following mathemati al atoms o ur in the
math-formula. If (v1 v2  4) 2  and (v1 v2  6) 62 , then Math-Solve
an derive deterministi ally that the latter is true, and thus return an assignment 
ontaining (v1 v2  6). Similarly, if (v1 v2 > 2) 62  and Math-Solve() nds
that v1 and v2 belong to the same equivalen e lass, then it  ontains :(v1 v2 > 2).

(Mathemati al) Ba kjumping (BJ) An alternative optimization starts from the
same observations as those of early pruning. Any bran h ontaining a on i t set is
unsatis able. Thus, suppose Math-Solve is modi ed to return also a on i t set 
ausing the unsatis ability of the input assignment . If so, Math-DPLL an jump
ba k in its sear h to the deepest bran hing point in whi h a literal l 2  is assigned
a truth value, pruning the sear h spa e below.
Noti e the di eren e w.r.t. early pruning. Both prune the sear h tree under a
bran h ontaining a on i t set. On one hand, ba kjumping invokes Math-Solve
only at the end of the bran h, avoiding useless alls. On the other hand, early
pruning prunes the sear h as soon as there is one on i t set in the assignment,
whilst ba kjumping an prune a smaller sear h tree, as the on i t set returned by
Math-SAT is not ne essarily the one whi h auses the highest ba ktra king.
Example 3. Consider the formula ' and the assignment  of Example 1. Suppose
that Math-DPLL generates  following the order of o urren e within ', and that
Math-Solve() returns the on i t set (2). Thus Math-DPLL an ba kjump dire tly to the bran hing point :(3v1 v3  6) without bran hing rst on (v3 = 3v5 +4)
and :(2v2 v3 > 2), obtaining the same pruning e e t as in example 2. If instead
Math-Solve() returns the on i t set (3), for ing a bran h on (v3 = 3v5 + 4). 3

(Mathemati al) Learning When Math-Solve returns a
:

an be added in onjun tion to '. Sin e then,
generate any bran h ontaining  .

on i t set  , the lause
will never again

Math-DPLL

Example 4. As in Example 3, suppose Math-Solve() returns the on i t set (2).
Then the lause :(3v1 2v2  3) _ (2v2 v3 > 2) _ (3v1 v3  6) is added
in onjun tion to '. Thus, whenever a bran h ontains two elements of (2), then
Math-DPLL will assign the third to ? by unit propagation.
3

Learning is a te hnique whi h must be used with some are, as it may ause an
explosion in size of '. To avoid this, one has to introdu e te hniques for dis arding
learned lauses when ne essary [4℄.
Noti e the di eren e w.r.t. standard boolean ba kjumping and learning [4℄. In
the latter ase, the on i t set propositionally falsi es the formula, while in our ase
it is in onsistent from the mathemati al viewpoint.

Triggering This te hnique is a generalization we propose of a te hnique adopted in
[19℄. It omes from the onsideration (proved in [16℄) that, if we have mathemati al
atoms o urring only positively [resp. negatively℄ in the input formulas, we an drop
any negative [positive℄ o urren e of them from the assignment to be he ked by
Math-Solve. This is parti ularly useful when we deal with equality atoms o urring
only positively, as it avoids handling negated equalities.
4

Some experimental results

We've implemented Math-SAT in C; Math-DPLL is built on top of the SIM library
[11℄; Math-Solve uses alternatively a home-made implementation of Bellman-Ford
minimal path algorithm with negative y le dete tion [8℄, and the Simplex LP library
lp Solve [5℄, as des ribed in Se tion 3.3.
All experiments presented here were run under Linux RedHat 7.1 on a 4-pro essor
PentiumIII 700MHz ma hine with more than 4GB RAM, with a time limit of 1 hour
and a RAM limit of 1GB for ea h run. (All the math-formulas investigated here are
available at http://www.s ien e.unitn.it/~rseba/Mathsat.html, together with
our implementation of Math-SAT.)

4.1 Temporal Reasoning
As a rst appli ation example, we onsider one of the most studied problems in the
domain of temporal reasoning, that of solving the onsisten y of disjun tive temporal
problems (DTP). Following [18℄, we en ode the problem as a parti ular a MATH-SAT
problem, where the math-formulas are in the restri ted form:

^ _(v
i

vk

j

1ij

v 
2ij

ij

);

(5)

ij and ij being real variables and integer onstants respe tively. Noti e that here
(i) there are no boolean variables (ii) onstraints are always in the form (vi vj  )
and (iii) they always o ur positively.
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[18℄ proposed as a ben hmark a random generation model in whi h DTPs are
generated in terms of four integer parameters k; m; n; L: a DTP is produ ed by
randomly generating m distin t lauses of length k of the form (5); ea h atom is
obtained by pi king v1ij and v2ij with uniform probability 1=n and ij 2 [ L; L℄ with
uniform probability 1=(2L +1). Atoms ontaining the same variable like (vi vi  )
and lauses ontaining identi al disjun ts are dis harged.
[2℄ presented Tsat, a SAT based pro edure ad ho for DTPs like (5) based on
Bohm SAT pro edure [7℄ and the Simplex LP library lp Solve [5℄. In the empiri al
testing ondu ted on the same ben hmarks as in [18℄, Tsat outperformed the pro edure of [18℄. Tsat is enhan ed by a form of forward he king and of stati learning,
in whi h it learns binary onstraints orresponding to pairs of mutually-in onsistent
mathemati al atoms.
We have run Tsat and Math-SAT with enhan ed early pruning and mathemati al learning on the two hardest problems in [2℄. The results are reported in
Figure 2. As with Tsat, Math-SAT urves have a peak around the value of r in
whi h we have a 50% satis ability rate. Math-SAT is always faster than Tsat,
up to one order of magnitude. Similarly to what happens with the optimizations of
Tsat [2℄, when dropping either enhan ed early pruning or mathemati al learning in
Math-SAT the performan es worsen signi antly. Thus, although Math-SAT is a
general-purpose pro edure, it turns out to be ompetitive |and even faster| than
a urrent state-of-the-art spe i pro edure for this problem.

4.2 Model Che king properties of timed systems
As a se ond appli ation example, we onsider the veri ation and debugging of
properties for timed timed systems (e.g., real-time proto ols). In short, a timed
system is represented as a timed automaton [1℄, that is, an automaton augmented
by real lo k variables x, lo k resetting statements in the form (x := 0) and lo k
onstraints in the form (x ./ ), ./ 2 f>; <; ; g. The automaton an perform either
instantaneous transitions, whi h are onditioned by lo k onstraint and an a e t
the value of boolean variables and resetting statements, or time elapse transition,
whi h in rement all lo ks of the same value Æ and keeps all values.
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Timed automata for the post-oÆ e problem, for N=1 (left) and N=2 (right).

In [3℄ we have extended to timed systems the notion of bounded model he king
(BMC) [6℄ and presented a way to en ode su h problem into a MATH-SAT problem.
Given an automaton A, an LTL property f and an integer bound k , we onsider the
problem of nding an exe ution of A of up to length k verifying f , and we en ode
it into the satis ability of a CNF math-formula [[A; f ℄℄k , s.t. any interpretation of
[[A; f ℄℄k orresponds to a desired exe ution path.
We introdu e a new real variable z representing the urrent value of zero, and
we rewrite every o urren e of a lo k x with the di eren e x z . Then, we repli ate
the propositional and real variables from 0 to k |e.g., xi represents the variable x
at step i| and \unroll" the transition relation from step 0 to step k 1, so that we
have
[[A; f ℄℄k := I0 ^

^T

k 1
i=0

i;i+1

^ [[f ℄℄k :

(6)

I is a math formula over the variables at step 0 representing the initial states;
Ti;i is a math formula over the variables at steps i and i + 1 representing the
transition relation; [[f ℄℄k is a math formula over all the variables from step 0 to step
k representing the ondition that the path must verify the LTL formula f . (See [6,
3, 9℄ for details.) The mathemati al atoms in [[A; f ℄℄k are all of the kind (x = y ),
(xi zi = xj zj ) or (x y ./ ), ./ 2 f; ; <; >g, su h that:
1. every atom in the form (xi zi = xj zj ) o urs only positively in [[A; f ℄℄k ,
2. for every atom (x = y ) in [[A; f ℄℄k , there is a orresponding atom (x > y ) in
[[A; f ℄℄k s.t. :(x = y ) ! (x > y ) is a lause in [[A; f ℄℄k .
0

+1

2

We have ustomized a version of Math-SAT expli itly for this kind of problems.
First, Math-Solve() ignores every negated equality in . In fa t, by point 1.,
literals like :(xi zi = xj zj ) an be ignored be ause of triggering, and, by point
2., literals like :(x = y ) an be ignored be ause they are subsumed by (x > y ).
Se ond, following [10, 17℄, the en oder provides some semanti information on the
boolean variable, so that the heuristi fun tion hoose literal() of Figure 1 an split
rst on variables labeling transitions, and in order of their step index. 3
2
3

The rst derives from the fa t that in [3℄ we used the improved BMC en oding presented
in [9℄ rather than that of [6℄. The se ond derives from equations (9), (10), (11) in [3℄.
This se ond idea was not yet implemented in Math-SAT in [3℄.

knN

2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
0.01 0.05 0.24 1.29 0.01 0.05 0.25 1.29 0.01 0.04 0.23 1.31 0.10 0.05 0.25 1.28
0.02 0.08 0.37 2.01 0.01 0.08 0.35 2.01 0.02 0.07 0.36 1.91 0.01 0.08 0.38 2.01
0.03 0.10 0.51 2.92 0.02 0.09 0.50 2.95 0.02 0.10 0.51 2.92 0.02 0.10 0.51 2.83
0.03 0.13 0.62 5.07 0.03 0.13 0.68 5.06 0.03 0.13 0.65 5.00 0.03 0.14 0.68 5.08
0.04 0.17 0.90 8.96 0.03 0.16 0.90 8.80 0.03 0.17 0.88 8.80 0.04 0.18 0.89 8.90
0.04 0.24 1.82 37 0.05 0.24 1.80 35 0.05 0.23 1.78 37 0.05 0.25 1.83 36
0.05 0.41 4.59 231 0.05 0.41 4.54 230 0.06 0.41 4.53 232 0.06 0.40 4.64 229
0.92 16 950
0.90 15 945
0.80 14 913
0.86 15 916
0.99 72 1h
0.98 73 1h
0.85 68 1h
0.83 70 1h
302 1h
299 1h
276 1h
288 1h
592 1h
592 1h
502 1h
529 1h
1h
1h
1h
1h
1h
1h
1h
1h
 0.22 3.09 991 5h 0.20 3.04 990 5h 0.22 2.80 870 5h 0.22 2.89 911 5h
Basi
Basi +BJ
Basi +EP
Basi +EEP
Table 1. CPU times for the Post-oÆ e problem for Math-SAT with various optimizations
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

knN

2 3 4
5
2 3 4
5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 0.01 0.05 0.25 1.28 0.01 0.05 0.24 1.29 0.01 0.05 0.24 1.30 0.01 0.05 0.24 1.30
3 0.01 0.08 0.38 1.98 0.02 0.07 0.37 1.98 0.01 0.07 0.36 2.05 0.01 0.07 0.37 1.97
4 0.02 0.10 0.49 2.65 0.02 0.10 0.49 2.65 0.02 0.10 0.50 2.73 0.02 0.10 0.49 2.68
5 0.02 0.13 0.63 3.48 0.03 0.13 0.64 3.45 0.03 0.13 0.62 3.51 0.03 0.13 0.61 3.48
6 0.03 0.16 0.74 4.27 0.03 0.16 0.75 4.22 0.03 0.16 0.76 4.33 0.03 0.15 0.78 4.26
7 0.04 0.19 0.88 5.21 0.05 0.19 0.91 5.13 0.04 0.19 0.87 5.19 0.04 0.19 0.90 5.02
8 0.04 0.24 1.09 6.46 0.03 0.23 1.10 6.43 0.05 0.22 1.07 6.40 0.05 0.23 1.07 6.10
9
0.36 1.48 8.98
0.36 1.44 9.08
0.28 1.28 8.15
0.28 1.29 7.54
10
0.29 2.78 16
0.29 2.81 16
0.28 1.83 11
0.28 1.80 9.97
11
8.43 42
8.45 42
2.89 19
2.94 15
12
5.10 159
5.03 155
2.07 47
1.80 33
13
685
742
115
80
14
208
207
38
23
 0.17 1.60 22.2 1145 0.2 1.58 22.2 1199 0.19 1.48 12.5 265 0.19 1.48 12.3 194
Basi
Basi +BJ
Basi +EP
Basi +EEP
Table 2. CPU times for the Post-oÆ e problem for Math-SAT with
ustomized
hoose literal and various optimizations

In [3℄ we presented some empiri al tests on timed proto ol veri ation, in whi h
the approa h of en oding su h problems into math-formulas and running MathSAT over them turned out to be ompetitive wrt. using state-of-the-art veri ation
systems. There the fo us was on the en oding, and the goal was to show the e e tiveness of our approa h w.r.t. other veri ation approa hes. Here instead we fo us
spe i ally on the e e tiveness of Math-SAT in solving math-formulas. As we are
not aware of any existing de ision pro edure able to handle eÆ iently math-formulas
of this kind, we restri t to showing how the various variants and optimizations a e t
the eÆ ien y of Math-SAT on this kind of formulas on an example.
Consider a post oÆ e with N desks, ea h desk serving a ustomer every T se onds. Every new ustomer hooses the desk with shorter queue and, when more than
one queue has minimal length, the minimal queue with the minimum index. It is
not possible to hange a queue after entering it. We want to prove that, although all

desks have the same serving time T and ustomers are \smart", one ustomer an
get into the annoying situation of nding himself in queue after one person, whilst
all other queues are empty, and having to wait for a non-instantaneous period in
this situation.
The orresponding timing automata for N = 1 and N = 2 are represented in
Figure 3. Ea h lo ation is labeled by N integers l1 l2 :::lN , representing respe tively
the lengths of queues 1, 2, ... , N. For ea h queue i a lo k variable ti ounts the
serving time of the urrently served ustomer. The property is en oded as
(20:::0)k

^ (20:::0)k ^ (Æk > 0)
for some step k > 1, that is, the system is in lo ation 20:::0 at both steps k
k and a non-null amount of time Æk elapses between these two steps. We
1

1

1 and
x to 2
the maximum queue length of queue 1 and to 1 for the others; this will be enough
to show that the problem has a solution, provided the queuing poli y of ustomers.
Although the problem is very simple, the size of the automata grow as 3  2N .
We en oded this problem as des ribed in [3℄, for in reasing values of k and N ,
and we run di erent versions of Math-SAT on the resulting formulas. The resulting
CPU times are reported in Tables 1 and 2. The last row  of ea h table represents
the sum of the values in the orresponding olumn. Table 2 di ers from Table 1 for
the fa t that in the latter we have used the ustomized version of hoose literal()
des ribed above.
All problems are unsatis able for k < 2N + 4 and satis able for k  2N + 4,
as the minimum path satisfying the property has length 2N + 4. If we onsider the
ase N = 2 of Figure 3, su h a path is:
1

00

!

enter q 1

10

!

enter q 2

11

!

enter q 1

T
21 Æ=!
21

!

served q 1

11

!

enter q 1

21

!

served q 2

T
20 Æ=!
20

that is, ustomers C1,C2,C3 enter at time 0; after T se onds three new events o ur
sequentially within a null amount of time 4 : C1 is served by desk 1, a new ustomer
C4 enters queue 1 (as both queues are of length 1), and C2 is served by desk 2. After
this, ustomers C3 and C4 are in queue 1 while nobody in queuing at desk 2, and
C4 will have to wait another T se onds before starting being served.
The CPU times in Tables 1 and 2 suggest the following onsiderations.
First, Math-SAT with the ustomized heuristi hoose literal() |whi h hooses
transition variables rst in order of their step index| dramati ally outperforms the
basi version, no matter the other optimizations. In fa t, as in [10℄, initial states and
transitions are the only sour es of non-determinism: on e their values are set, the
truth values of all other atoms are either irrelevant or derive deterministi ally from
them. This may drasti ally restri t the sear h spa e. Moreover, as in [17℄, sele ting
the transitions in forward [ba kward℄ step order allows to avoid sele ting transition
in intermediate steps whose ring onditions are not rea hable from the initial states
[resp. from whose onsequen es the goal states are not rea hable℄.
Se ond, math ba kjumping is ine e tive on these tests. This is due to the fa t
that, unlike with DTPs, with these math-formulas the on i t sets returned by
4

In timed automata we an have sequen es of instantaneous transitions. We an easily
interpret this fa t as if ea h su h transition requires a time whi h is negligible w.r.t. lo k
onstants, but big enough to for e sequentiality.

Math-Solve are very long and nearly always useless for both math ba kjumping
and learning. In fa t, when a (possibly small) on i t set is returned by BellmanFord, there is no obvious way to re onstru t ba k the orresponding minimum oni t set by undoing the variable substitutions over the equivalen e lasses.
Third, simple and enhan ed early pruning improve CPU times slightly in Table
1 and very relevantly in Table 2. In parti ular, this synergy with the ustomized
heuristi s hoose literal() is due to the fa t that the latter an often hoose a \bad"
transition whose mathemati al prerequisites are not veri ed in the urrent state.
Without early pruning, this auses the generation of a whole sear h tree of mathemati ally in onsistent assignments, whose in onsisten y is veri ed one by one. With
early pruning, Math-DPLL invokes Math-Solve and ba ktra ks just after one
sequen e of unit propagations.
Fourth, whilst enhan ed early pruning seems not faster that simple early pruning
in the results of Table 1, a signi ant improvements appears in Table 2. This synergy with the ustomized heuristi s hoose literal() is due to the fa t that in many
situations the value of a lo k x is zero |(x = z ) in our en oding| be ause of either
resetting or propagating a previous zero value. If so, performing an enhan ed early
pruning test before hoosing the next transition allows to falsify all in ompatible
transition prerequisites on x |like, e.g., (x z  T )| and thus to avoid hoosing
the orresponding \bad" transition.
A nal onsideration on the e e tiveness of our layered ar hite ture arises as
soon as we do some pro ling: a signi ant number of Math-Solve alls |about
70% with basi Math-SAT, 20-30% with EP, about 10% with EEP| are solved
dire tly by propagating equalities (L1 ), without alling Bellman-Ford (L2 ).

5

Related work and Con lusions

In this paper we have presented a new approa h to the solution of de ision problems
for ombinations of boolean propositions and linear equalities and inequalities over
real variables. The approa h is general, sin e it allows to integrate di erent levels
of mathemati al solving. This also allows for a signi ant degree of eÆ ien y, sin e
the more expensive solvers are alled only when needed by the subproblem being
analyzed. For instan e, MATH-SAT is faster than Tsat on the spe i
lass of
problems for whi h the latter has been developed. The other losest related work
is [19℄, where the LPSAT solver is presented, handling math-formulas in whi h all
mathemati al atoms o ur only positively. The approa h, however, is hardwired to
the domain of planning, and there is no referen e to the ar hite tural issues. In [15℄, a
data stru ture based on Binary De ision Diagrams (BDDs), ombining boolean and
mathemati al onstraints, is used to represent the state spa e of timed automata.
The approa h is sometimes very eÆ ient, but it inherits the worst- ase exponential
memory requirements from BDDs.
In the future, we plan to extend the work presented in this paper along the following dire tions. First, we will tighten the integration of the di erent solvers within the
SAT ar hite ture. This will allow to in rementally onstru t the equivalen e lasses
for equality reasoning, and reuse the previously onstru ted information. Then, we
will explore the extensions of the approa h to more omplex (i.e., quadrati ) mathemati al onstraints, and their appli ations to formal veri ation of programs.
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